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From flappers newly liberated by jazz, swinging beaded hems and Chanel’s well-bred sophisticated “little
black dress” to today’s red-carpet splendors, women have transformed themselves for parties. This
beautifully illustrated retrospective captures the effervescence of the party dress.Every major designer has
catered to the well-heeled woman’s desire and ability to wear the most flattering frock at the most public
occasions, whether for summer afternoon parties, cocktails, or formal balls. Even Coco Chanel, renowned for
her comfortable daywear, saw festive party fashion as something quite separate, not to be constrained by
matters of practicality. In pages peppered with whimsical quotes and interesting historical facts about the
pleasures of dressing up, Alexandra Black traces the rise of the party dress complete with the best examples
of gowns by top designers–such as Carolina Hererra, Giorgio Armani, Lanvin, Balenciaga, and Zac
Posen–photographed by world-renowned photographers such as Cecil Beaton, Dean Loomis, and Mario
Testino. Also included is a trove of historical designs that will inspire fashionistas and budding designers
alike.
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From reader reviews:

Daniel Hartung:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add
your knowledge by the guide entitled The Party Dress. Try to make the book The Party Dress as your friend.
It means that it can to get your friend when you experience alone and beside that of course make you smarter
than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , we should make new experience in addition
to knowledge with this book.

Marvin Boyer:

The reserve with title The Party Dress includes a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of
help after read this book. This book exist new know-how the information that exist in this book represented
the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of the
world. That book will bring you within new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-book with your
smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Larry Turner:

Is it a person who having spare time then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs or
just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This The Party Dress can be the reply, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this brand-
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?

Gloria Lafreniere:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
from your book. Book is written or printed or created from each source this filled update of news. In this
modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social
including newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You
can add your knowledge by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
trying to find the The Party Dress when you needed it?
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